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IntroductionIntroduction

The ERA structure

1. Entities
2. Rationale
3 Aim3. Aim
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1 Entities1. Entities

• Presentation of the main entities 
o use the title as a guidanceg
o one or more paragraphs
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1 Entities1. Entities
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2 Rationale2. Rationale
Wh h d t d th t d ?• Why have you conducted the study?

• What is the innovation?
o new hypothesis?yp
o old hypothesis with new methodology?
o controversial issue?o controversial issue?

• Literature review• Literature review
o selected, not systematic
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3 Aim3. Aim

• Research question
o a question that can be answeredq

• affirmative
• interrogativeinterrogative
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3 Aim3. Aim

• The aim of the study was to investigate the 
role of AMH in women with PCOS

Th i f th t d t i ti t if• The aim of the study was to investigate if 
serum AMH concentrations are higher in 
women with PCOS as compared to 
women without PCOSwomen without PCOS 
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IntroductionIntroduction
E titi t ti i d ith th• Entities presentation in accordance with the 
target reader group

• Rationale for conducting the study - Novelty
• Clear research question that can be q

answered as “yes” (null hypothesis) or “no” 
(alternative hypothesis)( yp )

• Keep it shortKeep it short
• Write it before completion of the study
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DiscussionDiscussion
Th AIC ILC t tThe AIC-ILC structure

1. Aim and main result
2 Interpretation of results2. Interpretation of results
3. Comparison with the literature
4. Implications
5 Limitations5. Limitations
6. Conclusions
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1 Aim and main result1. Aim and main result

• Repetition of the main research question
• Answer of the main research questionAnswer of the main research question

• Do not:
o mention secondary aimso mention secondary aims
o give numbers

i t d d to introduce new data 
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2 Interpretation of results2. Interpretation of results

• What do the results mean?
o use plain languagep g g
o comment on what the results DO NOT mean
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3 Comparison with literature3. Comparison with literature

• Select best-evidence studies
o similar results or not?
o why?
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4 Implications4. Implications

• Combine your findings with the previously 
published, in order to provide new aspects p , p p
of the mechanisms / pathophysiology that 
regulates the studied entityregulates the studied entity

before your study after  your study 18



5 Limitations5. Limitations

• Methodological issues
o are the results valid?
o to which extend?
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6 Conclusions6. Conclusions

• Answer of the main research question
• Implication primary limitationImplication, primary limitation
• Further work
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DefinitionDefinition
• Conflict of interest exists when an author (or the 

author’s institution), reviewer, or editor has 
financial or personal relationships that 
inappropriately influence (bias) his or her 
actions 

• Synonyms: 
o dual commitmentso dual commitments
o competing interests
o competing loyalties 
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Author point of viewAuthor point of view
• Not all relationships represent true conflict of interest. 

• The potential for conflict of interest can exist regardless 
of whether an individual believes that the relationship 
affects his or her scientific judgment. 

• All participants in the peer-review and publication 
process must disclose all relationships that could p p

be viewed as potential conflicts of interest.
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Editor point of viewEditor point of view
• Financial relationships are the most easily identifiable 

conflicts of interest and the most likely to undermine the 
credibility of the journal the authors and of sciencecredibility of the journal, the authors and of science 
itself. 

• Conflicts can occur for other reasons, such as personal 
relationships academic competition and intellectualrelationships, academic competition and intellectual 
passion.

• Editors should publish this information if they 
b li it i i t t i j d i th i tbelieve it is important in judging the manuscript.
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No competing interestsNo competing interests
All authors have completed the Unified Competing Interest 
form and declare: 

•no support from any organisation for the submitted work; 

•no financial relationships with any organisations that 
might have an interest in the submitted work in the 
previous 3 years; 

•no other relationships or activities that could appear to 
have influenced the submitted work.
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MixedMixed

All authors have completed the Unified Competing Interest 
form and declare: 

•financial support for the submitted work from ABC 
Company; 

•AB has received research grants and honorariums from 
XYZ company, BF has been paid for developing and 
delivering educational presentations for BBB Companydelivering educational presentations for BBB Company, 
DF does consultancy of HHH and VVV companies; 

AB h i th BAA id li itt di Y•AB chairs the BAA guideline committee on disease Y, 
BF is a member of the Royal College of Physicians’ 
guideline committee on gastroenterologyguideline committee on gastroenterology.
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Further readingFurther reading

• R Smith: Beyond conflict of interest. BMJ 1998, 
317:291-292 

• R Smith: Making progress with competing interests. 
BMJ 2002, 325:1375-1376

• CD DeAngelis, PB Fontanarosa, A Flanagin: Reporting 
financial conflicts of interest and relationships between 
investigators and research sponsors JAMA 2001investigators and research sponsors. JAMA 2001, 
286:89-9

K M i H R k t k FA Riddi k J LJ M JM• K Morin, H Rakatansky, FA Riddick Jr, LJ Morse, JM 
O'Bannon 3rd, MS Goldrich, P Ray, M Weiss, RM Sade, 
MA Spillman: Managing conflicts of interest in theMA Spillman: Managing conflicts of interest in the 
conduct of clinical trials. JAMA 2002, 287:78-84
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AbstractAbstract

Background / Aim
• last paragraph of “Introduction”p g p

Materials and Methods
h i• one paragraph synopsis

Results
• first paragraph of “Discussion”

ConclusionsConclusions
• last paragraph of “Discussion”
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ESHRE suggestionESHRE suggestion
Background / Aim

• setting, objective, primary outcome
• PICO question

Methods
• design, patients, setting, intervention, analysis type 

ResultsResults
• “numbers”: subjects, outcomes 
• confidence intervals absolute numbers NNT• confidence intervals, absolute numbers, NNT  

Conclusions
• clinical implication, primary weakness  
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PICO questionPICO question

Population / Problem / Patients

InterventionIntervention

Comparatorp

Outcome

P
I O

P
C OC O
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PICO questionPICO question
OBJECTIVE. To compare the efficacy of multidose 

medroxyprogesterone acetate and a multidose 
monophasic combined oral contraceptive (OC) formonophasic combined oral contraceptive (OC) for 
hemodynamically stable women with non-gestational, 
acute uterine bleeding. (26 words)g ( )

OBJECTIVE. Among hemodynamically stable women with O J C o g e ody a ca y s ab e o e
non-gestational acute uterine bleeding, does multidose 
medroxyprogesterone acetate compared with multidose 
monophasic combined oral contraceptive (OC) increase 
the likelihood that bleeding will stop in 28 days? (32 
words)words)

Munro et al. Obstet Gynecol 2006, 108:924-9 66
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KeywordsKeywords

• Identify the way you want to be located 
• MeSH termsMeSH terms
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Title basics aspectsTitle – basics aspects

Nouns
• necessary entitiesy
• connection 

S btitlSubtitle
• study type
• sample size
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Title basics aspectsTitle – basics aspects

Editorial check
• number of words
• no abbreviations

A th h kAuthor check
• concise: every word must add something
• precise: neither wide nor narrow 
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Title advanced aspectsTitle – advanced aspects

• Neutral
o Comparison of A vs. B …p

• Affirmative
A i b tt th Bo A is better than B …

• Interrogativeg
o Is A better than B?

• “Non medical” phrasing• “Non-medical” phrasing
o Apples and Bananas …
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RembrandtRembrandt
HarmenszoonHarmenszoonHarmenszoon Harmenszoon 

van Rijnvan Rijn
(1606(1606--1669)1669)

Th Ni ht W t hTh Ni ht W t hThe Night WatchThe Night Watch
(1642)(1642)

Rijksmuseum,Rijksmuseum,j ,j ,
AmsterdamAmsterdam
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Pablo PicassoPablo Picasso
(1881(1881--1973)1973)

Les demoisellesLes demoisellesLes demoiselles Les demoiselles 
d’ Avignon (1907)d’ Avignon (1907)

Museum of Modern ArtMuseum of Modern Art
(MoMA), New York(MoMA), New York
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Ingredients of a good paperIngredients of a good paper

• An interesting and clear question
• A valid attempt to get a clear answerA valid attempt to get a clear answer
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There could be a medical journal article here. 
Your hospital chart and your investment portfolio are exactly the sameYour hospital chart and your investment portfolio are exactly the same.
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